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* **Add Layer Mask**. A layer mask is an opacity mask that allows you to hide areas of an image that you don't want to show. For instance, you can mask out a child from a family photo when you only want to view the group photograph. MASK IS A LAYER MOUNT Create a mask by first dropping an image on the layer you wish to mask (in this case,
the child). Then highlight the layer and click OK. A new mask icon appears over the child image (Figure 6-20), enabling you to hide areas of the child from the original photo (Figure 6-21). When you work in Photoshop, keep the layer's opacity setting at 100 percent so you can see what you're doing. PHOTOSHOP MASK IDEAS Use layer masks to

selectively hide and reveal parts of the image. For instance, a woman with a short haircut can mask out her head to expose her hairstyle. When you work in Photoshop, use layer masks sparingly at first. It is a very helpful technique; however, you need to practice using them so you become familiar with their nuances.
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If you've never used Photoshop before you may not know how it works. It's not the easiest program to use. If you're looking to start using it for hobby and small jobs, we've collected a variety of Photoshop tutorials below that can get you started. The five best Adobe Photoshop tutorials Photoshop is a professional image editor. It offers a plethora of
powerful tools and lots of customization features. But even with these options, you can't do everything on Photoshop. Adobe Photoshop is an incredible tool for professional and hobbyist photographers. The program features powerful tools, but it's also a complicated program to use and learn. The following 5 tutorials will help you learn the interface and

build a strong foundation for your Photoshop skills. The first step in learning Photoshop is to learn the tools. What tools are there? Every professional tool is contained in Photoshop Elements — no separate full-version version of Photoshop is required. Photoshop Elements has most of the professional software tools and features. These tools are located in
the name menus, and you can access them with the menus at the top of the screen (with the Image… buttons). There are also additional tools available via the libraries panel (Window > Libraries), which is located at the bottom of the screen and accessed with the “Media…” buttons. The Photoshop Elements library contains lots of useful tools that are not

found in the main menus. For example, you can use the Adjustment module to adjust exposure, brightness, contrast, and more. In addition to exposure and light, there is an Adjustment module that includes Hue, saturation, and more. This panel also includes extensive filters and adjustment tools, such as adjustment layers. Depending on the version of
Photoshop Elements you have installed, different panels are available to you. You can open the panels using the menu. Core tool set To start learning Photoshop Elements, it's a good idea to begin with the most basic tools. Click Tools > Expand to view the most basic tools, located in the upper-right portion of your screen. The Expand tool is located at the

top-right of your screen, and it contains three tools, as shown in the image below. 1. Move and manipulate Click the Move tool and drag it across the image to move the selected area. You can select an area of the image with the star, or a hard rectangle selection by clicking a681f4349e
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Q: chrome.storage.local.get is not a function Trying to store and retrieve data from a variable on chrome extension, but getting errors, see below (in index.html) (using google chrome version 53.0.2785.143 m) : navigator.serviceWorker.controller.dispatchEvent(new Event('install')); return false; } event.waitUntil( client.waitForNavigation(function() { if
(navigator.serviceWorker.controller.isActive) { chrome.storage.local.set(myVarName, response.text); console.log(myVarName); } }) ); I'm storing the variable this way: var myVarName = 'test'; chrome.storage.local.set(myVarName, 'theValue'); And retrieving like this: var test = chrome.storage.local.get(myVarName); console.log(test); The error:
Uncaught TypeError: chrome.storage.local.get is not a function What am I doing wrong? A: You haven't enabled the storage api: chrome.storage.enabled = true; Relevant MDN docs. Shane Bowers Shane Bowers (born 5 January 1970) is an Australian television presenter, journalist and reporter. He rose to prominence as the founder and first presenter of
the Seven network's Seven News. He now presents the network's flagship current affairs and lifestyle programs, particularly Today and Sunrise. Career Bowers began his television career in 1993 as a weekend reporter for commercial Sydney radio station 2UE, before moving to Seven News. In 1995, he presented Seven's Perth news bulletin on Friday and
Sunday
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Run for Your Life "Run for Your Life" is a song by American recording artist Rihanna for her sixth studio album Anti (2016). The song was written by Rihanna, Sir Nolan, Saad Noor, Saba Saeid, Peter Wade, and released to country radio by Def Jam Recordings, Polydor Records and Universal Music Group on December 12, 2016, as the lead single from
Anti. Background and release Rihanna described the song as "a big ballad [that] is just so not me". It is "probably the most acoustic/emotional song on the record and is a strong departure from the usual electronic-sounding ones". "Run for Your Life" was produced by her in-house record producer Diplo and the track's instrumental is a cover of a song from
Liberian-American rapper Jay-Z's album 4:44 (2016). After being streamed around 5 million times on Sirius XM's Alt Nation on October 27, 2016, Rihanna performed the song live on the highly rated The Ellen DeGeneres Show (also known as The Ellen Show) on October 28, 2016. She was also interviewed by DeGeneres herself during the episode,
which included Rihanna discussing her new album and upcoming performances, as well as her performance in the semi-finals of the 2016 season of The Voice. Critical reception The song received generally positive reviews from music critics. In a review for Complex, Raisa Bruner felt that the song "offers a brief respite from Anti's alienating emotional
detachment, which makes it a welcome relief." A reviewer for Idolator said that the song "relieves the tension" by letting the listener "shed all their troubles". Chart performance On the chart issue dated December 23, 2016, "Run for Your Life" debuted at number 90 on the Billboard Hot 100 and stayed on the Hot 100 for only 2 weeks. On the issue dated
January 6, 2017, the song reached its peak at number five on the Billboard Hot 100, becoming Rihanna's 24th top ten hit on the chart. It also became her second number one song on the Dance/Mix Show Airplay chart. The song peaked at number one on the Billboard Hot Digital Songs chart, number one on the Streaming Songs chart, number three on the
Radio Songs chart, and number thirty-five on the Hot 100 Airplay chart. Music video The accompanying music video for "Run for Your Life"
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System Requirements For Adobe Photoshop 2021 (Version 22.0.1):

•OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 •CPU: 1 GHz Pentium III •RAM: 512MB •HDD: At least 120MB •Internet: Shoutcast •CDN: Search.Rabbit.Co.NZ •Players: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 •Output: IPOD/iPhone/Ipad •CDN + Local players: OK •GLSL: Enabled •MPEG4:
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